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Through Evolution To Revolution



AMBI Action SystemEXPERT Aluminum Stock

The possible adjustments to the new KK500 aluminum stock are as individual as the human 
body. So the individual shooter doesn‘t have to adjust to the rifle, instead the rifle can be 
adjusted to the shooter. The continuously adjustable fore-end, the three different grip sizes each 
with two different grip geometries, the slimline ALL-IN-ONE cheekpiece with interchangeable 
rounded or edged contact surface, the butt stock offsetable using a parallelogram joint, and the 
newly designed and sturdy EXPERT hook butt plate – all of these ensure a perfect firing position 
for consistent accuracy.   

In competitive shooting, it‘s a crucial advantage when the shooting 
position doesn‘t have to be changed to reload the rifle. So it‘s useful, 

for example to a right-hander shooting in a standing position, to be 
able to reload using the left hand. With the AMBI Action System (patent 
pending), you now have this option for the first time: If required, the bolt 
lever can be moved from left to right in an easy process in seconds flat 

and without any tools at all.  

Through Evolution To Revolution

The new WALTHER KK500 is a significant extension to the proven small-bore range of the KK300 model 
series for top marksmen. Thanks to its special technical features, unequalled shooting precision, new trigger 
and new ergonomic stock, the rifle is designed primarily for shooters competing at the national and internati-
onal level. The use of high-grade materials and precise workmanship down to the smallest detail ensure you 
will have a competition rifle of the highest quality for many years to come.

WORLD‘S FIRST



EXPERT Match Trigger BACKTAKE Bolt Alloy Steel Match Barrel

KK500 features as video clips

The ball-bearing-mounted WALTHER match trigger with 
trigger stop is, with a resistance as low as 50 g, already 

very close to perfection. Anyone who‘d like „more“, or in 
other words less, will have from 2016 onwards the alter-
native of the wear-free electronic trigger already proven 
in the LG400 air rifle, down to an ultra-light 15 g release 

weight. Thanks to the modular design, you don‘t need to 
commit at once, as you also have the option to replace 

the trigger unit any time later on.

Many shooters prefer a breech positioned farther 
back in the receiver, combined with a short bolt 

allowing easier loading. For example in the prone 
position, the supporting elbow stays in the same 
place. The KK500 offers the optimum solution here – 
 just make the comparison. No awkwardness when 

inserting the round into the chamber: simply place 
it in the breech and gently close the bolt using the 

optimized cocking cam.

Many top national and international shooters can 
credit WALTHER guns with their success over the 

past decades, thanks to their already legendary 
performance. It‘s also important that their 
precision remains at this high level over many 
years. The proven Walther match barrel 

 of alloy steel in a tension-free and vibration- 
resistant mounting, continues that tradition.

All features of the KK500 are available as video clips on 
our YouTube Channel CarlWaltherTV.

Peter Sidi – world champion, multiple European cham-
pion and world cup winner.

Designed with top marksmen
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What‘s inside is what counts Everything‘s included Technical Data

Many advanced details in the KK500 assist you all the 
time when shooting, but can‘t be discerned immediately 
at first sight: a short and weight-optimized firing pin 
with ignition at the bottom of the cartridge rim ensures 
a very short shot release time and a more consistent 
combustion behavior by the round. This helps to improve 
the rifle‘s grouping ability.

Slightly diverging dimensions in different ammunition 
can, in rare cases, affect the loading operation. This  
can be compensated for if required by a factory- 
settable headspace. 

With the WALTHER KK500, you get not only a modern 
and technologically advanced match rifle with out-
standing shooting performance, but also accessories 
optimally adjusted to it – and all that as standard at no 
extra cost: 

INSIGHT-OUT match diopter, Centra SCORE front sight 
tunnel, BLOCK CLUB sight riser blocks,  adjustable fore- 
end and MEC hand stop, lockable case, and the newly 
designed and sturdy EXPERT hook butt plate, to name 
but the most important ones. 

Caliber .22 l.r.

Trigger M-trigger (mechanical trigger)

Trigger weight 50 – 130 g

Length of sight 640 – 880 mm

Barrel length 650 mm

Total length 1120 – 1140 mm

Total height 215 – 235 mm

Total width 80 mm (incl. bolt lever)

Weight 6000 g 
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